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By Amanda Close

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Something has emerged from the darkness
of space, a hungry Thing that seeks to feed on some of its victims while it breeds with the rest, and
now it wants us. Alien Tentacles (Episode 1) Something has boarded the interstellar cargo vessel
Kraken, and it is hungry for more than just meat. After days of being both the hunters and the
hunted, Captain Tasha and a desperate few struggle against a shape shifting alien menace intent
upon devouring most of the crew and has worse in store for the survivors. Alien Shifters (Episode 2)
Something deadly has awakened inside the penal mining colony Pit 13, and it wants out. The Thing
that lives inside one of the convicts has entered a new phase in its evolution. Hanna, a beautiful yet
criminally insane convict, must face the grim reality of doing hard time in a co-ed prison. Warden
Anastasia Coulter will be forced to cope with the aftermath of a grisly uprising and an alien
breeding frenzy. Alien Arena (Episode 3) Something vast and terrible has devoured the penal...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD

This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Rom a  Little-- Rom a  Little
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